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_Ji!; This report presents the results of a modal transient analysis of the
_i engine/- aircraft system. The response of the JT9D to analytically simulated
:_, vertical gusts and landings was predicted using a NASTRAN (NASA STRUCTURAL
_i' ANALYSIS) finite element mathematical model of the JT9D/747 prop--ulsio_system.
_#- The NASTRANfinite element model of the propulsion system included engine
_i I fan, low-/high-pressure compressors, diffuser/tur-
structural models of the
=_i. bine cases and high-/low-pressure rotors as well as nacelle models of the
, inlet cowl, tailcone, and wing pylon.
Tile analysis conducted predicts that an insignificant level of JTgD-7 perfor-
'_ mance deteriora[ion would occur due to a typical vertical gust encounter or a
": typical revenue service landing. Analysis of a high sink rate landing with a
heavy fuel load indicates the possibility of local wear, however, the lack of
an accurate dynamic rotor/seal interference model precludes an accurate quan-
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A jet engine'sefficiencyis stronglydependentupon clearancesbetween
rotatingblades and the correBpondingstationarygasopath seals. Anao
lyrical studies examining the effects of various flight cycle leads
upon powerplantclearahce__uggest that rotor/seal interferencescon-
tribute sign4ficantlyto the short-ter_,performancedeteriorationex=
hibltedby 111ghbypass propulsionsystems. In prior onalytlcalstudies
(I)*, flight cycle loadswere treatedin a quasl.steady,static manner,
even though some flight cycle loadlngsare decidedlydynamic in nature.
Typical examples o_ dynamicflight loads are gust encountersand hard
landings.To better qqantifythe structuralresponseof the JTgD in the
flight environment,a modal transientanalysisof tI_eairframe/propul-
sion systemhas been performed.The responseof tI_eJTgD-7 to analyti-
ca!ly simulated vePtical gusts and landing touchdowns was p_edlcted
uslng an existing NASTRAN (NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS) finite element
mathematical_odel of the JTgD7747_'6pulsions_tem.
The NASTRAN finite elementnlodelof the propulsionsystem includeden-
gine structuralmodels of the fan, low-/high-pressurecompressors,dif-
fuser/turbinecases, and the I_igh-/low-pressurerotors, as well as
nacelle models of the inlet cowl, tailcone, and wing pylon. A modal
synthesistechniquewas used to extract the integratedpropulsion/air-
frame system natural frequencies.Calculatedfrequencieswere in good
agreement with available test data. TranSient response calculations
included rotor gyroscopic terms and modal damping, Time dependent
powerplantdisplacementdata was related to performancecharacteristics
using a postproceSsingsystem allowingclearancechangesto be graphic-
ally reviewedand recordedat varioustime points during the load t_an-
sients.
The analysis conductedpredicts that an insignificantlevel of JTgD-7
performancedeteriorationwould occur dum to a once-per-flight**ver-
tical gust encounter(0.04 percent ATSFt at cruise)or a typicalreve-
nue service landing (0.2 percent _TSFC at cruise). These results
strengthen the conclusions from the previous study (1) that steady
aerodynamicpressure loads are probablyresponsiblefor the bulk of the
TSFC loss predicted to be caused by flight loads. The results also
indicatethat the quasi-steadystate approach to flight loads modeling
is adequate to investigatethe factors importantto the deterioration
* Numbersin ( ) indicatereferencesin Section9.0.
** The once-per-flightgust encounter simulatesresponse of the air-
craft to a column of rising air and representsthe maximum effects
of air turbulenceexpectedto occur during an averageflight.
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_. process,e_peclallythe sh_rt=t_rmaspect.Analysisof a high slnk rate
i landingwith a heavy fuel load indicatesthe po_slbllltyof local wear,
I, h_wever, the lack of an accuratedynamicrotor/_eall,,terf_rencemo_el
i_,. preclude_an accuratequantitativeevaluationof performancechange for
,. thi_ onceoperoairframe-lifevent. The lack of _ultableflight dynamic
load data to conduct other analytical studle_ of the dynamic load
events during a typical flight cycle _ugg_sts the nc_d for a flight
te_t program specificallydesigned tu obtain propulslon system load
data. The flight te_t program_ugg_stedcould expand th_ emp.lrlcalbase




The deteriorationof a j_t engln_'s fuel _fficlencycan h_ _enerally
7. attributedto erosion,contaminationof alrfoil_ thermaldistortionof
,_.._ hot _ectlon parts, and increasesin cloarahce_botween rotatingblades
J: and the corresponding_uter air _eals. The high bypass propulsion_y_
_:" tams poweringtoday'swide body aircraftfloor°also suffer a shortoterm
_"i dcterioratlonproceSSwitlllossesof about ] percent in TSFC during the
C, first few flights that i_ undesirablein light of current fuel co_t_.
/;. To combat l_igl_bypass _ngin_ deterioration,a l_;uatdf,yto under_tandthe
_-,,, deteriorationmechanismsha_ be n conductedat & Whitn yAircraft
j_!t provement _,,_ l)rogram.l'h_ECI program is an e_lem_htof the NASA
, SponsoredAircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program which is directed
_:,, toward reducingfuel consumptionof commercialair transportS.Orietask
of this study has been the utilizationof a structuralmodel of the
ji_,_:' JTgD-7 to analyticallyexaminetl_epotentialeffects of flight induced
_ loads on performancedeterioration
_-_ Previousahalyticalstudies(I) treatingflight inducedpropulsionsys-
.._., tom loads in a quasi-steadymanner suggestthe primary cause of short-
i, term d_teriorationto be the increasein operatingclearancesresulting
results are in good agreementwith engine performancedata in the low
_!ii:__, cycle (I to 300 flight)regime,as shown in FigureI.
Although the quasi-steadyapproachto the flight loads Spectrul);appears
!_ to provide an adequate simulationof the clearance induceddeteriora-
ii, tion process_ some flight loads are inherentlytime dependent in na-
_'_:_ ture, raising the possibilityof significantdynamic effects in the
=_:_ rotor/Seal interferenceprocess. The transient dynamic analysis was
conductedto increasethe knowledgeof the structuralbehavior of the
-_,i_;' JTgD-7/747propulsionsystem and to relate this knowledge to seal rub
_,, patterns and performancecharacteristicsexhibited by testing and in-
'_ spectionof enginesfrom typicalrevenueservice.
_::,, The finlte elementmodel of the JTgD-7/747employedfor this study was
_:, previouslydevelopedby Pratt & WhitneyA_rcraft (P&WA) and the Boeing
_:_' CommercialAirplane Company (BCAC),The finite element model is shown
-_c,: in Figure 2.
:-_6, The intentof the transientdynamicanalysisof the JTgD was to examine
specificload events of a typicalflightprofileexamined in the quasi-
steady analysis,Figure 3, and determineif the associateddynamicef-
fects on seal wear and performancewere substantial.These events are a
verticalwind gust encounterand two types of landings.In performing
the quasi-steadyanalysis,dynamic amplificationfactors were used in
projecting peak loads, therefore, an evaluation of the amplification
3
factorswas sought,Sincethe dynamicapproachrequireBconsiderably
more re_ouraes,an evaluationof the r_lativemeritsof staticv_r£u_






The NASTRANflnite element model _f the jTgDlnacelle _tructure utill_ed
In thes_ studies was Identlcal to that employed In th_ steady 1_ad_
analysis. Engine cases are modeled primarily with fl,adrilateral plate
element_ wlth enhanced membranecapahiliti,'s. Trian,_lar pl_to element-
are u_ed In areas of mesh transitlnnln9 or irregular geom_t,°y. The
hlgho/low-pre_sur_ rotor spoml_ are beamolumped ma_ model duplicates
of those employed in standard critical spemd design analySi_ of the
JTgD.
The model is substructuredby component regions co_sistinq of th_
fan/low-presSurecompressor,high-pressur_compressor,dlffuser/turbine
cases, the high-/low-pressurerotorS,and tl_einlet cowl, tailcone,and
wing pylon structures.Since the wing is not modeled,the structurewas
consideredsymmetricabout a verticalplane and one-haif of the Struc-
ture is modeledas shown in Figure 4. This half mode] of tl_em.opul_ion
system contains approximately11,000 degrees of freedcn.A c_m,naryof
the model is given in Table I.
3.2 NODAL ANALYSISCONSIDERATIONS
The modal transientapproachwas Seler..edas tim analysisproceduredue
to its economic superiorityOver the cirect intearationtechniquefor
this problem. It also providedphysical insight into the analysis re-
gardingthe frequencyspectrum,participationof the variousmodes in
the response,and led to the convenientuse of modal damping.
In general the standard NASTRAN transient analysis package was
utilized. Some modificationswere required to the basic NASTRAN com-










!iI The modal transientformulatiQnis aval]able in many references,(3),
_:_ (4). and will only be outlined here. The equ_tlon to be solved was:
;!i
!_ [M] I_'I+ [r.]IxI .,.I_GII'_I+ [K] IxI _ IF(t)l Eq,',,I




Since the model iS substructuredthe matrices of EquationI represemt
the assembled contributionsfrom the various substructures.The zero
speed,undampedmodal matrixof EquatiOnI ( ¢N ) was then formed.
[M] IR'I+ [K] Ixl :I of Eqn. 2
IxI: Ixoloi,,,t E_o. 3
I[_],.,,_.+ [K]I [_N]- Iol Eq,',.4
The modal matrix @N was mass normalized and the standard modal
transformationappliedto Equation1.
Ixl : [.@N]I,',,I Eqn. 5a
[¢N]T[N] [@N]I_i + [¢N]T[c][@N] InI
+ i, l I.l
: [ N]T{F(t)I rq..
t!4J I_I + [¢N] T[C] [¢N ] i_i_+[¢N]T[G] [_N] {GJ
+ CK,]{"I: [¢N]T It(t)/ Eqo.6
where [\M\] : generalized mass -[\I\]
["K,] - generalized stiffness :Ic_2]
;, Damping in the propulsionsystem is developedin numerousways. Bolted
i flanges, case/strutattachments,mount points,design dampers, and in-
herent structuraldamping are some examples. In a structurewith the
complexityof the JTgD, an accurateassessmentof the dlScretedamping
matrix [C] is impracticalif not impossible.Consequently,as in many
1980002271-TSB01
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• engineeringapplications,modal damping was employed, The matrix pro-
L_. duct [¢N]T _C] IN] thereby is reduced to diagonal form with
: each entry praportlonalta the criticaldampingfactor for the respeco
.... rive moda. Modal damping factorg may be either obtained from t_st data
or assignedvaluegaonsistentwith prior experience.
' 3,4 GYROSCOPICCONSIDgRATIONS
!,.' With the incorporationof modal damping, the equationsof motion are
_-:.. gonerally uncoupled, leading to substantial computational savings. The
i" gyroscopicbehavior of the rotors, characterizedby the matrix" [G] ,
::i produces effects which couple tileequations of motion. The physical
significanceof this behavior is that the symmetricantlantisymmetric
h.. components Of motion are coupled and the half model used in the quasi-
steady loads analysis can fielonger directly describe the pOw_rplant
._:,_ structuralresponse,
...._ A typ.icalstage of the rotor systemand the associateda_alysiScOordi-
_i flatesyste_nis shown in Figure 5. Each stage of the rotor behaves as a
!_!:: gyroscope,tending to resist rotation in any directionother than tl_e
i i axis of rotation.Mathematicallythe gyroscopicbehaviorof each stage
,-_ is definedby Equation7.
....'_ ""0\ 0 0 0 0 0 "
::: 0 O, 0 0 0 0
o o "% o o oi-_!,_T' ,.
i-#i. \ Eqn. 7
_: O O O _O\-Ip_ O
_< 0 0 0 Ip_ D, 0
.< \ Y
_;-",.. _ 0 0 0 0 0 0,,. z
wl1!re Ip : Pola_ Mass Mnmentof Inertiaof Stage
H:
:5: fl: RotorRot.ltion_lVc_locity
_ To aid in the physical interpretationof the large amountsof displace-
i::-:i ment data, it was deemed desirableto maintain the symmetric/antisjnn-
_ .... metric displacement representation of the structure. This representa-
_! tion was preservedby using symmetricand antisymmetrichalf models of
-:_,,. the structureand coupling the two representationstllroughthe gyro-
;_!'_ scopic matrix. This techniqueis applicableonly because the coupling
•, occurs along the plane of structural symmetry. Using this approach






[ I:I°_ _] MA CA _BTsA 0 J xA'_A _A
0 KA xA FA(t)
in Equation 8 the ._ubscripts S _nd A refer to symmetric and _ntisym-
_ metric displacement representations of the half model, respectively.
These nlatrtcies were generated using the half model with symmetric or
antisymmetric boundary conditiof_s along the plane of structural sym-
metry.
Equation 8 was then partitioned into symmetric and a_tisymmetric repre-
CB
_._ sentatio_sarldthe zero speedmodal matrix formed,per Equation4.
i_,;
_ F._s ][_] L_"_;" N : Eqn. 9
Using the mass normalizedmodal matrix, the modal transformationis
performedon Equation8, leadingto the mathematicalrepresentationof
the JT9D-7response.
["] [MS 0 ;_'S "CS .. 0 _S Eqn i0\ 'o "r*,A¼'A 0 "CA _A
sr_. _. SsA _s_ _s
[- ] i+ KS _ . 0 nS = @S Fs(t)0 "KA. nA [¢A_ IFA(t)
where: nS = symmetric modal participation vector
nA = antisymmetric modal participation vector
3.5 DYNAMICREDUCTIONCONSIDERATIONS
The half model of the JTgD powerplant contains approximately ]],000
degrees of freedom. In preserving the symmetric/antisymmetric displace-
ment representation the problem size was doubled. For such a problem
size, it is economically impractical to extract the modes required for
the modal analysis, consequently some form of dynamic reduction was
8
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Inecessaryto reduce the problem _ize. The type and level of reduction
performed can have an adverse effect upon frequency and particulaly
modal data. Since the qualityof any m_dal transientanalysis is gov-
ernOd by the frequencyand modal data used, the dynamic reductionper-
formedmust be done judiciously,
Several reductionscheme_ are commonly used, and four types were ex-
aminedfor use In this analysis,The types examinedwerel
o Mass Lumpingfollowedby StaticCondensation
o Guyan Reduction
o DistributedParameterSystems
o Fixed BoundaryModal SynthesisTechniques
Both mass lumpihgand Guyan reductionhave been extensivelyused. Stud-
ies with these techniqueson shell structureshave indicatedthat sub-
stantial modal errors may be induced even for the low modes of the
structure when heavy levels of reduction are utilized. Distributed
parameter systems include the FEER eigenvalue technique (5) and the
generalizeddynamic reductionprocedureof MacNeal (7). BOth of these
techniquesare relativelynew and the latter has ShOwn promisingper-
formance for some e_gine hardware applications.At the initiationof
this analysiS,however, no evaluationhad been made using these teCh-
niques for shell structures.Consequentlyboth techniqueswere ruled
out, although subsequentstudies have indicatedthese to be promising
techniquesfor future analysis.
A procedure developedby Craig and Bampton (6) was found to produce
excellentresultsfor shell structuresand to be readily adaptableto
_, the NASTRANprogram.In this procedure,both physicaland modal degrees
of freedomare used to describethe structure.The modal variablesare
generatedby fixingeach substructureat its interfaceswith other sub-
structuresand extractingthe "fixed boundarymodes" of the substruc-
ture. Displacementcompatabilityis then required at the various sub-
.. Structure boundaries to form the system description,Equation 8. A
brief theoreticaloverviewof the Craig and Bamptontechniquefollows.
Each substructureis partitionedinto internaland boundary degrees of
freedom per Equation 11. The boundary set must include all freedoms
commonwith other substructures.
BB 0 xB "KaB KBI 0
+ = Eqn. ii




_.. The fixed boundary frequenciesand mode shapes (I¢I}) of each sub-
structureare then extractedfrom equation12.
:. The final displacementsof each substructureare then expressed as a
=_' linear combinationof the boundary induced displacementsand th_ par-
ticipatienof the variousfixed boundarymode_.
_; X b_und_rv = I 0 Ph Eqn 13?
-_ X internal t¢c .¢ i](pI
where: Pb = substructureboundarydisplacements
ii PI = participationfactors for various substructurefixed
_ l 1 boundarymodes¢ c = Displacementof internal degree of freedom due to
_i.. boundarydisplacement,i.e.,
Since each modal degree of freedom ( [PI] ) represents a physically
/ meaningfuldisplacementpatternfor the substructure,this techniqueis
generallymore efficientthan Guyan reductionwhere one freedomtypic-
ally representsa rather arbitrarydisplacementpattern.Computational-
ly, the Craig and Bampton techniquecomparesfavorablywith Ouya_ re-
._ duction.
_!.i:, In additionto the effectivenessand simplicityof the Craig and Bamp-
_ ton technique,the procedurealso provides intermediatechecks on the
_. structuralmodel and analysis.
_:' o By extracting the fixed boundarymodes of the substructures
._ the analyst is given a means of checking the structural model
._ early in the assemblyphase.
=,+_ o The frequency spectrum of the fixed boundary modes provides
:/ insight into the likelyparticipationof the variousmodes if
/; the harmoniccontent,)fthe =.ansientloads is known
--i_/. o The fixed boundarymode procedureprovidesa means for further
<, reducing the dynamicproblem size. If the fixed boundaryfre-
_,- quencies ar_ cons._erablyhigher than the transientforcing
:_: functions,the fixed boundarymodes may simply be restrained
+ from participating
!,
The need for carefully managing the dynamic reduction procedure is
ii!., illustratedby the simply supportedshell of Figure 6. The results of
_: the second bending, first harmonic frequency for this structure are
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• i
;_'_<:'; Guyan reduction scheme similar to the one employed in the original nor-
_,_ mal modes analysis(2), As can be s_en, the approachutilized leads to
"4).Yi:_!i: a substantialimprovementIn the modal data for thls case.
_,_, 3.6 [NFORC_DDYNAMICDISPLACEMENTS
:_ In tilequasi:steadyanalysis of the JTgD/747,the wing pylon was at-
-_i" Cached to a rigid mount In dynamic analyses the powerplantdisplace-
_) ments are due primarilyto the elastic response of the aircraftwing.
:_ Consequently,a proceduremust be availablewherebytime dependentdis-
e-_:' placement historie_may be enforced on the model. These displacement
: histories are products Of the airframe aeroelasti¢analysis and are
:i:iii_ defined for al.lsix motions Of the wir_gelastic axis at it_ inter-
sectionwith the pylon centerplane.
);IL. In NASTRAN,enforceddynamicdisplacementsare appliedthrougha "large
mass" or '"accelerationgenerator".A mass several orders of magnitude
larger than the structureis assigned to each degree of freedomwhere
time dependentdisplacementsare to be appl.ied.The largemasses result
_: in essentiallyzero frequency,rigid body modes of the structure.These
_!_. rigid body mode_ may then be excitedby forces producingaccelerations
that integrateto the desireddisplacementhistories.
_: lh the evaluationof this techniqueprior to this analysis,essentially
exact results were Obtained for simple Spring-masssystems subject to
the wing aeroelastic displacement histories. However in physical
:' modeling of the JTPD/747 and other structure_,this method has been
:_i unableto reproducethe enforceddynamicdisvlacements.The exact error
involved for the JTPD analysis will be discussed later, however, the
lack of an accurate techniquefor enforcing time dependent displace-
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wSECTION4.0
DYNAMICLOADS AND DAMPINGDESCR!PTiON8
The computationalcosts involved and limited availabilityof airframe
aerOlasticdata permittodevaluationof Only two flight Ioad conditions
in the mission profile analyzed in the quasi-steadyanalysis.The two
points from the steady loads spectrumwhich generatethe most intereSt-
ing dynamic load conditionsare gust encountersand landingtouchdowns.
Both are inherentlydynamic in nature and are describedin a relatively
SP_rt time period. For these flight conditions,BCAC generatedaero-
e,_sticdata for a verticalgust and four differentlandingsequences.
The aerolasticdata employed reflects the behaviorof the wing at the
outboard engine location.The foul-landing sequencesrepresentvaria-
tions in aircraftgross weights,fuel loads,and sink rate_. With this
information,three separatedynamic analyseswere conducted._he condi-
tions analyzedcorrespondedto a once-per-flightverticalgust, a typ-
icalrevenueservicelanding,and a OnCe-per-airplane-lifela_ding.
4.1 VERTICALGUST DESCRIPTION
The verticalgust encounterenalyzedwas a once-per-flightvalue of i0
feet/secondat the followingflightcondition:
o Altitude 22,100ft
o Gross Weight 730,400Ib
o Mach Number 0.875
o True Airspeed 897.8 ft/sec
Although wing displacementdata were availablefor 1.5 seconds, only
the first 0.75 second was judged to be valid by the airframemanufac-
t_'_er.For the gust condition, cowl aerodynamicload historieswere
also generatedby BCAC and imposedupon the NASTRANmodel.
The coordinate system defining the directionsused for wing displace-
,. _ent historiesis shown in Figure 8. The time historiesfor vertical,
lateral,and longitudinaldisplacementsalong with pitch,yaw, and roll
values are shown graphicallyin Figures9 through14, respectively.The
incrementalvertical aerodynamicload history created by the changing
cowl angleof attack is shown in Figure15.
4.2 LANDINGEVENT DESCRIPTIONS
Of the four landingsdescribedby BCAC, the Followingtwo were chosen
for analysis.
o Gross Weight 490,000lb
Fuel Weight 43,000 Ib
Sink Rate 3 ft/sec
12
, o Brass Weight 44g,000 lb
i Fuel Weight 118,000lb
Sink Rate 10 ft/_c
The first c#_e representsa typical revenue _ervlc_ profile landing.
The second,a once-per-airframe-lifeevent with a high fuel load and an
extremelyhigh _ink rate. Thi_ ca_e repre_ent_possiblythe mast severe
dynamicevent occuringduring an airframelife. In actual flight test-
-, ing this conditionha_ been extremelydifficultto achieve.
For the landing eve_ts analyzed, the inlet aerodyr_amicforces were
estimatedby BCAC to be negligible and were neglected.Consequently,
the dynamic loads for tl_elanding simulationsconsisted only Of the
enforced wing displacements.The displacementhistories for the two
_ landingsare shown in Figures16 through27.
! 4.3 CALCULATIONAND ASSESSMENTOF DAMPINGQUANTITIES
{,
_=_! To extract modal damping factors for the propulsionsystem,accelero-
=_! meter data from Pratt & WhitneyAircraft'sfliqht testingwas reviewed.
Although the flight test aircraft was a B-52, the pylon and engine
structuresfor JTgD flight testingare similar to the JTgD/747system
modeled in this analysiS.The particulartest sequence utilized con-
Cerned verificationof the aircraft flight envelope by recording the
aircraftresponse to variouscontrolsurfaceinputs.Accelerometerdata
- from variouspointson the pOwerplantwere also recorded.
A high speed transient analysis of the powerplant accelerometerdata
-_: was conductedand the followingfrequenciesidentified.
2.2 Hz 25 Hz
_:_,
5.2 Hz 31. Hz
• 10.2 HZ 58. Hz
; 14.6 Hz 60.4 Hz
This frequencyspectrum iS similar to that extractedfrom the current
analysisas shown in Table VIII. The trace of the higher modes was of
_: insufficientStrength or duration for constructingaccurate amplitude
versus time histories.Consequentlya 12 Hz band filter was utilized
and an amplitudeversus time historywas createdfor the first mode of
the system (2.2 Hz), Using Equation14 in conjunctionwith the acceler-
ometer data, several calculationsof damping factors were made and
averaged.The resultingcritical dampingfactor was 6.06 percentwhich
' was appliedto all modes used in the modal transientanalysis,
i'
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_._!i, log Ao/Arl
o;,,,_& {1.962 N2 + (log Ao/An)_ll/2
where:
6 _ criticaldampingratio
Ao --amplitudeof waveat timetl
An : amplitudeof wave afternth cycle
N = numberof cytles
Becauseof the many sourcesof dampingin the pY'opulsiOnsystemand
_:_,_ pylonstructures,the valueof 6 percentCriticaldampingwas felt to
_. be reasonablefor the lowermodes of the sy.:tem.In addition the
dynamicresponseOf the propulsionsystemto the loadsbeinganalyzed
_i! was anticipatedto be dominatedby the lowermodesof the system.Con-
sequently,an accurateassessmentof a typicallowermode dampingfac-
tor was felt to be more importantthan for highermodes.Duringthe
coarseof the hardlandinganalysis,dampingstudieswereperformedfor
criticaldampinqfactorsof 3, 6, and 12 percentwith _o substantial








The process by which rotor/ga_-paths_al clearances were ¢alculated
during the transientanalyols Is _hown schematicallyin Figure _8, The
pOSitiOn of the shaft eel r with respect to the case centerline is
computedfar each stage at math time point in the analysis.The change
In the distancebetween the deflectedand undeflectedeOtOr/casel.oca-
tions was then calculatedat variouspoints,typicallyevery 12 degrees
around the seal circumference.Thes_ dlstanee changesmay be compared
with the availableclearancefor each stage at the variouscimCumferen-
tial lmcationsto determineif the clearancesare opening, closing,or
if interference (rubbing) has occu.rredfor that time point. The
available clearance at any tlme point consists of the base-line
clearances designed into the powerplant at a particular performance
point (i), any wear incurredprior to the dynamic event as determined
in the quasi-steadyanalysis, and any w_ar incurred aS a result of
previoustime points in the dynamicanalysis.
Physicallythe interferencesequenceis a complexevent, aS there is an
additionaldynamic force generated on the rotor as contact with the
seal occurs. This force cannot economicallybe modeled in a linear
dynamic analysis.Consequently,the dynamic interferencemodel is con-
sidered adequate for _mall interferences,but not quantitatively
accuratefor large interferencevalues.
5.2 TRANSIENTSTEP SiZE CONSIDERATIONS
In selectingthe transientstep size there were three governingcon-
siderations:
. o In a modal transientanalysis,the step size selecteddirectly
affectsthe numericalresultsthrough the stabilityof higher
mode contributions.
o The time step must be small enough to track the orbit of each
•; rotor in order to provide accuratecircumferentialclearance/
interferenceinformation.
• o Economicfactorsand computingresources.
The relationshipbetween a given time step (At) and the error induced




Af I 2 2 Eqn. ]5
Ae B
, where: Af _ computed amplitude of mod_l contributionfrom mode
with frequ_ney _o
Ae _ amplitudeof modal contributionfrom exact Solution
w _ circularfrequency
.... At _ time st_p _ize
: It was requiredthat there be less than 5 percent error in a mode with
i. a frequencyof 100 Hz, and Equation15 was used to yield a time step _f
0.001 SecOnd,
For the dynamic analysis it was anticipatedthat the propulsionsystem
responsewould be governed by the wing displacements.As can be seen
_', from Figures g through 14 and 16 through 27, these displacementsare
!!,;" primarilyof relativelylow frequencycon_,entwhen comparedtO the ¢om-
,_ puted integrated propuls.ionsystem frequency spectrum (Table VIII).
_R.... Consequently, the modes in the 0 t_ 20 Hz range were expected to have
.,_ the highest participationfactors, If, in the modal analy,_is,modes to
the 100 Hz level were retained, this would I_rovide a 5 t0 1 frequency
,_ margin over the anticipatedprimary participationrange and would also
• provide adequate coverage for higher modes which mlght be excited in
' the hard landing,or whose staticcontributionswere required.
.ii The 0.001 second transienttime step pr'ovides8.264 examinationsper
revolution of the high-pressure spool rotor and 17'.85 of the low-pres-
,i
Sure Spool rotor at cruise conditions,This is considered to be the
_. minimum acceptablenumber of evaluationsfor the high-pressurespool
_!_ rotor, however, this leads to prohibitlylarge computer run times. To
!" allow this ti_e step to be utilized, velocity and acceleration calcula-
_!i_i_ tions were deletedfrom the NASTRAN calculationsfor the various sub-
_, structures, saving approximatelyfive hours of computer time per
_ dynamic analysis.This procedure limits the amount of data generated
_ but does not affect the accuracyof the displacementcalculationswhich










ii To summarize the informationof the previous sections,the f_llowlrigsteps were performed in the analySi_ of the three dynamlc flight
_!_ conditions,
_ o Th_ symmetric and ar,tisymmetricfixed boundary mOd_s oF _ach
{_ substructurewere computed,eqd the dynamicmas_ and stiffnes_} propertiesof the varioussubstructureswere formed.The rotorsubstructurewas reducedusing Guyan r_duction,
_: o Substructurematricieswere a_sembled,forringEquation8, and
_i__ the zero speed modes of the integratedpropulsionsystem were
_ extracted,
_ o Modes of the system up to 100 Hz were retained for a modal
_!!_;_ transieritresponse of the BCAC-supplleddynamic loads with a
transientstep Size of 0.001 second.The enforceddynamicdis-
placementsof the wing elastic axis were compared to the
NASTRANresultantsas a solutioncheck.
_;,: o The displacementsof the individualsubstructureswere com-
puted at tllevarious time points and the data u_ed to con-
struct a performance evaluation via the engine performance
post-processorcomputerprogram.
o An evaluationof the results obtained was conducted, and an
, assessmentof the resultswas made.
6.1 SUBSTRUCTUREFIXED BOUNDARYMODE SPECTRUMS
The fixed boundary modes of the cowl,,fan, high-pressuecompressor,
turbine, tailcone, and pylon substructuresare given in Tables II
throughVII, respectively.As can be seen, the fixed boundaryspectrums
of all substructuresexhibitfew modes below 100 Hz.
Frequency and modal convergencestudies conductedwith the Craig and
Bampton procedure have shown that acceptablepropulsion system modal
converger_ceis obtained for a fixed boundary frequency cutoff of
three-to-oneover the highestmode of interest.A 100 Hz cutoff value
for the transientresponse demands that fixed boundary modes be cal-
_!: culatedto at least the 300 Hz level, Examinationof Tables II throughVi shows the lowes fixed boundarycutoff frequencyto be 484 Hz for





Th_ frequency spectrum calculated f_r th_ JTgD/747 pr_pul_1_n _y_tem i_
_hown In Table VIII, Modal descriptionsand correlatingte_t data are
_iven where available.The amount of test data Is small but cemparlson_
with existingte_t data are consideredexcellent.The frequencie_shawn
in Table VIII w_r_ calculatedu_ing a flxpd boundary_od_ cutoff fro-
quency af 600 H_, as w_r_ tlm frequ_nci_ and mode _hap_s used in the
modal transientanalysis.
To investigatethe _tabilityof the propulsion_y_tem frequencie_with
re,pactto variousfixed boundarytruncationlevels,the frequencycal-
culation process was repeated u_ing truncation levels of 500 and 40D
Hz. The largestfrequencychange in the flr_t 75 calculatedmode_ (214
Hz.)was 0._ perceflt.T'helargest cllangOin the 200 frequenciescal-
culated was ].6 percent in the glst mode. Since fewer than 60 modes
were utilized in the transientanalysis,the frequencyahd modal data
were Judged to be numericallyacceptable.
6.3 ENFORCEDDYNAMICDISPLACEMENTBEHAVIOR
Figures 29 through 34 compare the BCAC-generatedwing displacement
histories with those resulting from the NASTRAN program for the
once-per-flightvertical gust. Although some deviation is noted, the
gust solution is judged to be unaffectedand the transientdisplace-
ments representativeof this flightevent,
Figures 35 through 40 compare the input wing displacementhistories
with those returnedthroughthe analysisfor the revenuea_d hard land-
ing events. As can be seen, the deviationfor these events is larger
than for tl_everticalgust encounter.With the exceptionof the verti-
cal displacements,however, these results are consideredsatisfactory.
In particular,the pitch motionsare well behaved.Since the gyroscopic
effects are directlyproportionalto the pitch velocities,this portion
of the dynamic loadingis felt to be accuratelyanalyzed.
A spectralanalysis of the vertical displacementdata for the landing
simulationsrevealedunexpectedhigh frequency(above10 Hz) participa-
tion in the aeroelasticresponse. It is believed that this high fre-
quency noise is partiallyresponsiblefor the deviationin the vertical
responsehistory.Althoughnumericalfilteringof the data is possible,
no means exist to assess the correctnessof the displacementdata re-
sulting from the filtering process with respect to actual airframe
response.
An evaluationof the verticaldisplacementhistoriesresultingfrom the
landing simulationsreveals incrementalvertical g loadings that are
consistentlyhigher than the BCAC aeroelasticanalysis.Since the pri-
mary effect of motion in the vertical direction is to induce inertia
. 18
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tloadlngs on the casa and rotors, it is felt that the conditions
analy;_e_ r_ cc,%_,v_livewi_ilrespect to tno._edictated by the aero_
elasticanalysis,
6.4 VERTICALGIJSTRESIJLTS
The avallable clearance for eacl_ stage at the time of the gust en-
counter includes the baseline design clearances at cruise plu_ any wear
from Interfercnc(_which llasoccurred at previous polnt_ In the flight
cycl_.The prior wear resultsmainly from aerodynamicloads on the in=
let duri_ take=off and climb and are taken from the quasiosteadyanalysis _ )
The clrcumferentla_ rub map resultingfrom thO once.per-fllgl_tvertical
gust Is _l_ownin Table IX. The resultin,]TSFC deficitsa_sociatedwith
this wear are 0.04 percer_tat cruise and 0.07 percentfor the sea level
take-offpoint. These TSFC changes are computed from tables of average
clearancecl_angeversuspercentcharigein TSFC (I).
! 6.5 REVENUESERVICEAND HARD LANDINGRESULTS
The circumferentialrub patternsresultingfrom the revenueserviceand
llardlanding simulationsare Sl_ownin Tables X and XI, respectively.
The predicted performancedeteriorationassociated witl_th_ revenue
landingis about 0.2 percentat cruise.Tl_ecorrespondingvalue for the
hard landingis about one percent and is believedto be excessivedue
to the lack of a suitabledynamic interferencemodel of the interactien








_i_ One problema_ociated with large scal_ dynamicanalysisis the gen_ra-
i_
_ii tiOn of a larg_ quantityof data which does not readilyyield to a com-
prehensive evaluation, for thi_ analysiS, approximately9g million
i_:: p eces of data were generated in the process of develogintlhe three
_ performance d_terioration values for characterizin_ the gust and
_: landingsimulations.
-'_ An assessmentof the validityof these resultscan be made throughan
_ii': engineeringevaluationof variousintermediateresultsof the analysis.
_i FOr the JT9D-7 study, the computed frequency spectrum, performance
_!,: deterioratioflvalues and asSocidtedseal wear patterns, and the modal
i-
_. participationdata providescheck pointsfor examiningthe analysis.
Empirical data for verificationof the computed frequency spectrum
:_!!_',_ (Table VIII) is somewhat limited. The frequenciesobtained,however,
_, were in gGOd agreementwith the available test data and calculations
_' made using the standardPratt & WhitneyAircraftdesign afl_lysistools.
_ Table Xll summari_esthe availablecalibrationdata.
_7i In addition to these sources of verification,various other computed
_'_ frequenciesand mode shapes were found to be in good aoreementwith
_ design studies employing body of revolution,shell of revolution,Or
_ beam modeling of miscellaneousengine components.On the basis of the
_/ available means of correlation,the computed propulsion system fre-
quencies were believed accurate, providing confidence in the basic
elasticand mass modelingof the structures.
In light of service experience,the once-per-flighavertical gust was
expected to result in negligibleperformanceloss. The analysis sup-
ports this experience,predictinga change in TSFC of 0.04 percentfrom
the gust simulation.Examinationof the predicted seal wear pattern
from the gust encounter(Table IX) indicatesthe primaryresponseto be
gyroscopicbehaviorof the fa_ from the wirg pitchingmotions.Pitching
of the low-pressurecompressorresults in predictedseal wear in the
last LPC stage. The analysis locationsof seal rubs for the fan and
low-pres_urecompressor are offset 180 degrees as expected. Inertia
forces duringthe gust encounterare not sufficientto induceseal wear
at the top or bottom of the other air seals, supportingthe results of
the quasi-steadyanalysis. In summary, the dynamic load induced seal
wear predictedby the gust simulationis reasonable.
A performancedeteriorationof a littleover one percentwas calculated
for the once-per-airplane-lifehard landingevent. This flight condi-
_ tion is not considered pertinent to the deteriorationproblem and
should only be viewed as the upper bound of performance loss which
could result from extremelyrare inertialoadings. The circumferential





_i as high at 186 mils in the fan and 50 mi.Is in the high-preSsure
,, turbine. PhySically, interferenceOf this magnitude results in a
i:i dynamic force en the rotor which inhibit_or may even prevent further
-_: rotor blade to seal contact. The net resultwould be considerablyless
_i seal wear and change in r_FC than predictedby the analysl_.AlthOugh
_ an important considerationfor highly dynamic events such as hard
i!: landings,modeling of the rotor to seal contact force was not eConomi-
tally feasible since a high degree of nonlinearityresults. Conse-
:. quently, the predicted results of seal wear and TSFC change for the
ii ha_d landing simulationshould be viewed only in a qualitative,not
•ii
_ quantitativemanner.
The Seal wea_/rub patternsresultingfrom the hard landingagain indi-
_ cate gyroscopicbehaviorto be responsiblefor much of the Seal wear.
The rub.patternsfor the hard landingsare much more complex,however,
_ as the inertialoads a_e Sufficientto cause rub at the bottom of the
i:
_ case/seals and excite modes of the overhung components such as the
",, low-pressurecompressor and high-pressure turbine. A more detailed
_ explanationof the seal wear patternand rotor behaviorfor the landing
events will be made for the revenue landing.Like the gust encounter,
_ however,these causativefactors and seal wear patternsappear tO have
-_ a sound physicalbase,
The TSFC debit of about 0.2 percent predictedfor the revenue landing
:_i_ was also higher than anticipated,consequently,a more detailedexami-
_ nation of the structuralresponse to this conditionwas made. The rub
-_,_ map for the revenue landing(Table X) again shows the effects of gyro-
scopic type (side)motions and rubs. Inertiainducedseal wear is also
:_:!i indicatedfor the low-presSurecompressorand turbine stages.This re-
_, sult was somewhat surprising as the revenue landing sink rate of 3
!i ft/sec with a light fuel load would not be expected to produce inertia
_ relatedseal wear.
!#'
_ii AS discussed in Section6.3, the verticaldisplacementhistoriespro-
,, duced by the NASTRANenforceddynamicdisplacementtechniqueresult in
_: higher incremental inertia loadings than the displacementhistories
_:_i_ defined by the BCAC aeroelastic analysis. In addition to the in-
=:_ creased inertia loadings, pitch rates from the aeroela_ticanalysis
__/ were also higher than anticipated.These two factors increasethe gyro-
_ scopic behavior of the rotor and provide plausible reasons for the
_ revenueservicelandingseal wear being higherthan expected.
_ Additionalinsightinto the rotor action and seal wear for the revenue
_i: landingmay be gained by examiningthe modes of the structurewhich
__!
...._ contribute significantlyto the structural response. Since the mode
-_ shapes have been mass normalized,the generalizedstiffness(Equation
16a) providesa relativemeasureof the energy of each mode while Equa-
;_, tion 16b provides an absolute value of the energy stored in a given




i Where Em = modal elasticenergy at a given instantof time.
The percentof the total elastic energy attributableto each mode of
_ii the analysis at each time point was tabulatedfor the revenue landing.
_,_ The modes in which the majority of the system'selasti.cenergy is con-tained are given in Table XIil. The time histOrieSassOCiatedwith the
-:::'_; energy involvementof each of these modes are shown in Figure 41
::=If'
_:; through4S.
=_ Although the freqencieS of the participatingmodes are higher than
anticipated,the sourcesof excitationfor each mode in most cases is
apparent.The strut lateral bending mode (No. I) and horizontal fan
Case rockingmode (No. 16) are typicallyexcited by gyroscopicaction
resulting from wing pitching and the excitation of modes with rotor
bending.Modes with rotor bending (NoS. 10, 12) are typicallyexcited
by transient inertia loadings at touchdown.The engine torsion mode
(No..ll) is more difficultto rationalizephysicallybut may be excited
by gyroscopic action in both the vertical and horizontal planeS, Of
particularinterest is mode 12, which is primarilya low-pressurecom-
pressor case symmetricmode. The excitationof this mode may explain






: An analyticalevaluationOf the dynamiceffectsof three flight cOndi-
tions Of the JTgD-7/747propulsionsystem has been conducted,Predicted
performancechanges associatedwith a once-per-flightvertical gust,
typical revenue service landing, and a once-per-alrframelife hard
landing have been calculated.The analysishas provided valuable in-
sight into the structuralresponse of the JTgD-7 powerplat,. With the
exceptionof the once-per-llfehard landing,the predicteddynamicload
effects on TSFC were found to be negligibly small. These results
Strengthe_ the conclusions from the previous study (I) that steady
aerodynamicpressure loads are probablyresponsiblefor the bulk of the
TS_C loss predictedto be caused by flight loads.The results also in-
dicate that the quasi-steadystate approachto flight loadsmodeling is
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iJ! Substructur_.e Grid Poin_t_s Elements
InletCowl 320 656




Wing Pylon 185 390
Rotors 171 513








S_mM_tric __--__ Ant_ _____
20.73 1436.84 14.75 1741.61
57.60 1482.10 ]69.51 1776.02
114.06 1494.50 275.84 1915.32
166.64 1550.27 288.05 2021.95
266.14 1560.19 372.62 2129,97
304.14 I635.95 423.27 2143.02








































95.05 330.68 93.B8 352.36
103.15 332.89 100.49 355.48
126.73 338,26 126.77 357.05
134.17 353.39 137.61 358.58
161.13 353.99 159.75 369.99
175.98 358.98 176.12 372.08
176.44 362.18 177.50 386.34
178.48 369.97 178.33 402.78
183.08 375.59 181.68 404..00
: 185.77 393.73 184.12 407.22
_: 186.40 402.79 ZUb.bZ 411.34
_ 187.77 404.02 187.97 423.87
189.52 407.55 189.69 430.99
-; 189.91 407.74 190.83 436.36
: 191.46 409.74 204.03 438.47
204.60 414.32 204.94 439.92
,' 204.92 420.05 205.13 447.96
205.92 429.89 208.17 453.66
208.80 430.32 233.46 462.57
;:i 220.78 434.85 241.68 462.95
233.47 436.38 241.95 468.24
241.83 439.21 244.01 484.34
_" 242.61 439.93 245.59 485.79
_i:il_ 244.96 445.65 246.71 494.667 22 8 20 63 19 8 00
249.14 456.45 267.78 502.42
: 265.53 461.81 271.40 506.83
_, 268.36 462.81 273.62 523.56
_ 272.88 463.19 275.92 530.78
':i" 273.25 464.62 278.71 532.57
_ 276.53 471.38 278.97 537.79
_ 277.56 480.59 280.39 539.86














;_;: HPC FIXED BOUNDARYFREQUENCYSPECTRUM
_
....!_, (Frequenciesin Hertx)
_:i .....__ S.ymmetric Anti_r ic -
_,_
-_,, 126.70 669•95 157.09 712._7
-C 163.50 67I•59 174.38 730•60
_;;' 194.04 682.51 216.02 737•95
_;,!: 214.47 699•42 234.63 745.Og
_;:: 250.75 703•77 253.45 750.58













































s_y_m__metrt_c ....................... Ant iVmme_t_jc ....................
35.87 457,10 61d,gfi 43,69 464.87 677.55
47.96 463.79 621.02 77.11 473.92 677.99
76.12 465.34 640.82 88.13 477.92 679.89
86,64 477.02 64.6.20 98.10 485.10 684.26
107.65 480,14 848.08 108.58 487.20 694.46
I19 29 483.89 653.23 120.25 490.60 703.39
126B8 484.36 669.54 128.80 491.88 709.40
128.99 488.83 672.32 128.99 492.90 713.51
129.38 490.73 676.79 129.05 499.18 739.60
133 55 491.69 677.92 134.17 499.81 743.45
134.51 493.72 679.69 134.93 505.75 744.17
140.22 494.37 680.42 141.08 508.27 751.93
.... 142,91 499.27 697.16 143.33 512.84 762.78
143.34 501,11 709.71 150.28 516.17 775.90
153.71 508,22 153.90 521.60
162.36 510.68 162.55 523.27
165.85 512.02 195.63 528.24
i! 192.31 516.05 216.21 529.24
207.90 520.32 223.57 535.85
215.75 523.60 231.99 545.42
223.67 528.60 243.06 545.98
242.76 535.91 250.24 548.33
49 6 4 66 56 95 50 62
257.07 543.37 267.72 560.02
.'; 264.72 545.63 278.22 568.85
267.88 546.07 282.62 573.25
277.17 548.99 293.41 577.88
284.01 550.95 305.52 581.08
': 301.61 552.28 309.12 586.21
:_ 306.29 564.53 316.02 593.25
309.68 569.34 350.19 593.47
_ 349.90 573.33 350.36 593.73
361.15 578.06 362.50 595.95
;i 363.55 592.01 363.80 598.92
_: 364.70 593.53 365.67 600.38
367.85 594,54 366.43 606.05[!
386.56 598.74 389.84 606.46
388.47 599.31 390.81 610.26
391.75 600.99 418.62 642.34
401.74 601.29 426.50 644.09
417.93 605.14 428.87 659.91
428.77 605.67 454.85 669.31








! (Frequ_nci_ in Hertz)
_ S_mmetrIc . Ant4s_zmmei;rIc
' 8B.12 2886,I5 85.07
F 222 55 3186.83 226,68 3612.79
! ; 329. (]7 3275.93 328.81 3932.11
i:; : 367,02 3436.48 336,62 4316.98
_ 373.20 3492.84 369.78 4413.85
! 392.37 3933.30 376.43 4707.55
i:!: 569.44 4259.05 575.93 4943.55
io 688.15 5322.21 687.39 5424.05
y
, 721.65 72I. 43 6576.91
," 882.33 917.70




i : 1152.42 1192.38
! 1267.76 1277.04
i':. 1279.99 1285.96
• t¢: 1317,25 1324.47"_,_, 1337.23 1346,05) : 1355 81 1362.881377.19 1379.53
_:, 1404.96 1418.33
i--;,, 1436.15 1461 22
,;_ 1451.07 1467.13
_;! 1471.91 1477.60


























* Frequency Te_t R_sult_
1 A _.519g 2,4 flrst Pylon Lateral
2 S 4.4986 4,6 FirSt Pylon V_rtlc_l
3 A 6.8272 6,5 Strut TorsluB
4 $ II.118 ThruSt (Y) rrBme,Engine
Axlal
5 A 12.836 EngineRoll
6 A 14.497 Fan Ca_e Rocking- Side
7 S _4.816 Fan Case Rocking- Vertical
8 A 19,123
9 S 20.089 Fan ThrustReversers
10 S 24.510 Higher Pylon BendingWith
Low Rotor Motion






































* Frequency Test Re_ult_
















































;;T, Mode S or A .___]H___ _. (Hz)_ DescritIp._j._
_',' 61 S 134.52
'_' 82 A 134.91
83 A 136.26
84 S 136.97
ii 85 S 140.20
86 A 141.06
_!i 87 s 143.o4
_';_ 88 S 143.20
89 A 143.33
90 A 147.27
_'_ 91 A 151.59
Ic! 92 $ IS2.25
93 S 153 71
95 S 154.58
_ 96 A 159.33
_,,_" 97 S 15g.4998 A 159.72
;.... 99 S 161.03
Ci- I00 A 162.55
*
_'; S = symmetric mode
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*/__+1_-,_ I;_o.96. r+3. 6. o. 4. O. o. o. o. O. o. 6. o. o. o. o. o. 0. o. o'.++ loO. 19.3s' o.°' o.°' o.°' o.0' o.°" o.6' 0.°' 0.°' O. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. O. 6. 0.°"
o. o. O. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. O. o.
_' I_1_. +, 6, O, O. O, O, O. O, O, 6. 0,0' 0,0" 6. O. O. O, O. O. O, O. O,
_!i_+' 14c,. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 6. O. __.
, IS6. O. o, O, O. O, O. O. O. O, O. O. O. 1_. O.. ^,
6. O, O. O. O, O.
_ lifo.feB' 0.0' 0.0" 0.0' 0.0' 0.0' 0.0' 0.0' 0.0' 0.0" O. O. O. O. O. O. 0.0' o.O' 0.0. 0.0' O.(i" 0.0.
0,0' 0,0' O, _. O. O. 0 O, O. O. O, O,
_ _oc_,_16,19_.0.°" o.°" 0.°' o,0' O, o.0' o,°' o,°' o,°" o. 6. o, o, o. _, v', O, o+. o'.
O. o. O. O. O, o, , o. 6. o, O. O, o, O. _, o,°"
_ _ ;Z_. 0.0' o.0. O. 0.0. O.O' o. O. 0.0' O. 6.0' O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
:_;_+ 6, O. O, O. O, O. O. O. O, O. O, O.
_'r+O• O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.6. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.. ,_ eS_. , , . , , , , . , , _.
_ i+ _(la;_6_' 7. O. O. I0. O. O. O, O. O. 0.0' O. 0.0" 0.0. O.U". e.o.O" O.o. o.°' o-.°" o.0. o.0.
o.
_*.+ 276, |0.6. 0.0" 0.0" :'0.19' +_0' . . . . .
*_+ 31_.---' 3.i. O. O. IP. O.U" 0.0. 0.0' 0.0" O. O. O. O. O, O. O. o,O" 0.0' 0.0' 6.0' @.0" 0.0"0'
--_+ +r+4.300' O, O, O. 11. O. 0 O. O. 0.0" O. O, O, O. O, O. O. O, O. O. O. O.
_i O. O. 4. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 6. O. O. O.














(Rub Depths in mils)
EngineStages +_
,i* mu_[t_----t ..... ITI r
+, •
i:ii
0 F _ ] 4 @ 6 ? 0 9 I I 1 1 | ! | _ 3 4 S 6
E A 6 ! _ 3 4 S
G N L L _ H H H H H N H E L L t
R P P P P P P P P H H H H H H P P P P P P
E ¢ C C C c C C c P P P P P P T T T T V T
E ¢ C C C C C
S*
Z.....I.....I.....Z.....I.....I.....|.....I.....Z.....|.....%.....Z.....Z.....I.....I.....Z.....|.....!.....!.....!.....I.....|.....
O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O, O, O. O. O. O, O, O, O, O. O, 5. O. O. O.
12, O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. 6. O. O. O, O, O. O. 4, O. O, 6.
2_. O. O. O. O. O, O. O, O, 6, O. 6. O. O, O. O. O. O. 1. O. O. O.
36, O. O, O, 3, O. O, O, O. O, O. 6. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O,
46. O, O, O, _l. O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O. O. O. 6. O. 6. O, _. O. O.+
60, O, O. O, 2_. O, O, O, O. O, O, O. O. O. O, 6. O. O. 1_. O. O. O.
7_. o. O. O, 36. O, O. O, O. O. O, O, O, O, O, O. O. 4. _7. _. O. O.
64. _. O, O, _3. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 5. 37. 9. O. O.
96. 10, O, O. 36. O, O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. 0, O. O, 3, 3+. II. O. O,
1o8. l_. o, o. 21. o. O, o, o, o, O. o, o. o. o. o. O. o. )3. 6. o. d.
I_0, O. O. o. 6. O. 6. O, O. 6. 6, O. O, O. O. O. O. O. _3. o. O, O.
13_. O. O, O. I, O, O, O, O, O. O. O. 0. O, O. O. O, O. LO. O. O. O.
L44. O, O, 3. 4. O, O. O, O. O. O. O. 6. O, O, O. O, O, O. O. O. O,
156. O. O. 6. 12. O. O. 6, O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O.
168, O. O. _. el, O, O. O. O. 6. O. O, O. 6. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O,
180, O, O. 16. el. O, O, O, O, O, O, O. O. O. O. O, O. O. 7. O. O. O.
192. O. O. I0. _0. O, O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. IS. O. O. O.
_0_. O, O, S. IS. O. O. O, O, O, O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. I_. O. O, O.
_16. O, O, I. 6. O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. 20 O. O. O,
2_8, O. O. O, _. O, O. O, O, O, O. O, O, _, O, 6. O. O, 19. _, O. O,
_0. O. O, O, O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O, 16. O. O. O,
_S_. tO. O. O, O. O, O, O, O, O. O. O, O, O, O. O. O, O. 1_. 6. o. O.
26q. l_. O. 6, 9, O, O, O, O, O, O, O. O, O. O, O, O. O, IL. O. O. O.
_76. 16. O. O, 17. O, O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. 10. O. O. O.
208, |9, O, O, 18, O, O, O. O, O, O, O. O. _, O. O. O. O. 6. O. O. O.
_00, 18, O, O. 16, O. O. O, O. O, O, O. O, O, O. O, O. O. 6. O* O. O,
31_, _, O. O, I_. O. O. O, O. O, O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O. +
3_. O, O. O. 6. O, O. O. O, O, O. O. O. _. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
336. O. O. O, O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O, O. O. 1, O. O, O.
3_, O. O, O, O. O. O, O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. _. O. O. O,
++_i,+; *Circumferential ocationin degrees,viewed (clockwise)from front of






(Rub D_pthS in mils)
EngineStages >
0 F e ! _ _, 6 1 0 q 1 1 1 ! _ I i 2 $ t, _, 6
E A. 0 ; l: 3 _
G N L I, L 14 H H H H H 14 L L L k
R P P P P P P P P 14 H H H H H P P P I_ I6 P
E C C C ¢ C C t" C P P P P P P T Y T T T T
E C C C C C C
I_..... I..... Z ..... II..... I..... I(..... I..... !..... II..... :..... !..... !..... | ..... I..... %..... !..... ! ..... I ..... Z..... Z..... I-----If.....
O, O, O, O. O. 6. O, O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O.
I_, O, O, d. O, O, O. O, O, O. O, O, O. O, O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O.
24, O, O, O. O, O. O. O, O. O, 6, O, O, O. O. O, 0. 1. O, O, O, O.
36, O. O, o, 12, o. d. o, O. O. o. O. O. O. o. O, o. IS. 1. O, O. O.
46. O. O. O, 36, O, O. O. 6, 6. O. O. O, O. O. O, 15, _?, 14. O. O. O,
60. O. O. I. 69. O. O, O, @. et, O. (I, O, O. O. O. IS. 39. 31, 7, O. O.
72. 18, O, 10, 86, O. O, 0, O. O, O, O, O. O. O, 22. q8, S3. 21. O, O.
84, 72, O, 19, 88, O, O. O, O, b O. d, O. O. O. O. 21, 48, 67. 28. O, O,
96, |38, 4, 2|, 78. O, O, O, O. O, O, O, O, O, O. 0 15. 42. 67. 29. O, O.
108, 185, 14, I?, 61, (J, O. O, O. O, O, O, O, 6, O. O. eL, 31, gS. _2. O. 6,
120. 181, 30, IS. (IS, O. O, O, O. O. O. O, O. O, O. O. O. IS. 37. 8. O, O.
132, 136, 41, 27. 39, O, O, O. O. O. O. 6. O. 6. O, O. O. O. 19, O. O. O.
144. 7?, 46. 4_, 4r., O, O, O. O, O. O. O, O. O. O, O, O, O, 5. O, O. O.
156, 27, 45. .qS, 50. O, O. O, O, O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
161_, O. 3S, 64, SB, O, O. O, O. O, O. O, 6. O, O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O,
181'}, O. _0. 63. 60, O, 6. O. O, O. O, O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O,
192, O, 3?, 62, 57. ¢). t_ O, O, O. O. O, O, O. O. O, 6, O. O. O. O, O.
204, lq. 47, S_S, 47, O, _1. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O, O. O, O, O,
216. 49. SO. 35, 3B. O. I). O, O. O, O. O. O. O. O. l), O. O. 12. O. O. O,
228. 77, 47, 14. 33. O. O. O, O. O. O, O, O. O, 6, 6, O, 11, 31, 5. O. O,
240. 92. 37. O. 32, O. O. O. O. 6. O, O, 0. O. 0. O. 14. 26. 51. 22. d. O.
250. 80. 16. S. 4,q, O, O. O, O. O. O, O. O. O. O, O. 26. 39, 70, 36. O. O.
_+,+. 43, 4, 11. 70, O, O, O, O, O, O. O. O, 6, O. 6, 31, 47. 80, 44, O. O.
276. 13. O. 17, e?. O, O. O. O. O, O, O. O, O, O. O, 2q. 51). 80, 44. O. O.
21_6. O. O, 19. e6. o. O. O. O. 11. 6. O. O. O. O. O. 22. ,:IV, 6B. 36. 6. O.
300. O. O. 16. 7c+, O. O. O. O. O, O, 6. I_. O. O. O. 11. 35. _,9, 20. O. O.
312. O, O. 7. [+3. O. 6, O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. iq. 30, 3. O, O.
3-"4. O. O. It, 19. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 3, IS. O. O, O.
336, 6, O. O, O, O, O. (I, O, O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O, O. O, O, O. O.
348, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
+
*Circumferential ocationin degrees,viewed (clockwise)from front of





i NASTRANAnalysis Test(T)or Analysis(A)
.
i (Hertz) (Hertz)
:i:_. Strut LateralBending 2.52 2.40(T)
i '
E-
Strut VerticalBending 4.50 4.60(T)if'
;_ Strut Torsion 6.50 6.80(T)i
k
_ TailconeVertiCalWagging 56.60 _6.00(T)
_i_!:i'._,, Fan Case Rocking/LowRotor 24.51 22.83(A)
i_,



















HIGH ENERGYMODES FOR TYPICALREVENUESERVICELANDING
Frequency
Mode No. _ Gen_
I _.51 Strut LateralBending
10 24._1 Ve_tlcalFan RoCking,Low-PressureSpool
Rotor Bending
_L 11 27.49 EngineTorsion,Low-PressureSpool ROtOr
Bending
12 29.02 Low-PressureCompressOrCase Vertical
Bending,Low-PressureSpOol ROtor Bending









relative ,3.0 ,, NASTRAN
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FigureI Comparison of Predicted PerformanceDeteriorationBased on










Figure$ Orientationof a TypicalRotor Stage to the AnalysisCoordi-
nate System
I
i_I ,_ .... LENGTH _ 90 IN.
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:: Figure 7 M0de Shape Comparisons For Simply Supported Cylindrical
Shell of Figure 6
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Figure21 Wing Roll Historyfor TypicalRevenueServiceLanding
5O
o.0 1.o 2.o 3.0 4.B
Figure22 WingVerticalDisplacementHistoryforHardLa_ding
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Figure 24 Wing Axial Displacement History for Hard Landing








_- SHAFT CENTER AT STAGE N




A. ROTOR/CASE UNDEFLECTED POSITION AT TIME = to
TYPICAL CLEARANCE CHANGE
CLE CALCULATION AT EACH RADIAL
LOCATION (rc - rr = _ RU_)
ARANCE CASE DEFLECTION "
DIRECTION OF ROTOR AND
B. ROTOR/CASEDEFLECTED POSITION AT TIME = to+ At
CLEARANCE _.,.,:.?,: ._ ROTOR
.,..c.,o.o.)Ill,,'-,CASE DEFLECTION
" _EW\N,'_, RUB
_L_ J,_/l'J _AVAILABLE CLEARANCE INCREASEDDIRECTION OF .,t/_'_
ROTOR DEFLECTION r _ -_,_,_1_I" BY PREVIOUS RUB (NON UNIFORM
CIRCUMFERENTIALLY)
C. ROTOR/CASE DEFLECTED POSITION AT SUBSEQUENTTIME POINT








_i_ Figure29 WingVerticalDisplacementEvaluationfor VerticalGust
-" _ BCAC win a dlsplaciament In_iut
-- --NASTRAN ptbOram Output













_,I jl REPRODUCIBII,ITYOP TH[,_
_,_°..... ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
6,
Figure33 Wing Yaw DisplacementEvaluatiOnfor VerticalGust












----- I_CAC wh'*gdisphlulan_r_! inpu!
-- _ NA'TI'RAIN prQgram output
:_ RevenueServlce Landing Hard Landing
_-'i fi
,H , , .. ¢ - " " '
, in _ ,,i!_ ! - , ,j,t ,
" H; ' '
ilil; " .........
I ;' U "\- . '//
!
,!;i'i::. Figure 35 Wing Vertical Displacement Evaluation for Landing Events
i b',
p2!_. _ BCAC wing di_pl_cement It,put
_NASTRAN program output
i" -li
__:, RevenueService Landing Hard Landing






_o::. Figure37 Wing Axial DisplacementEvaluationfor LandingEvents
_i _''. ._BCAC wing dlsl_lacOmont Input
'_" Reveaue Service Landing ==NASTI_AN proorom Output Hard Landing
" " _. RI.;PRODU
_. .--" .,._ . , }tl;
I_,I #
:_" O,ItO 0,I0 01BOtJfl[lSEElO'_O1,00 t._O 1,I0 _.&O ' , =0_,_---0_, , 0.6D-- O,BO 1,00_ s---._O.. ..._t.lO -- -_i,60
IIHEISEIC I









-- I_ICAC i_,/illl] iclil+l++l_(:_il11:+lll ii3pI+l!
Revenue Service Landing .... N^StaAN+.oo+.'++o",,'., Hard Landing
,,,,
r! ,_i : ;/ ,'+ +_, I/,, ,,./r' ,
+'i / ], ++ (i',,,,,+ , :+;:,: ],+' / +... ,t ,+I!; ' J " "-' '", :/,' ";],"
,',, ?.+. I'.L,+ ¢.,0 J'+t+ ',+J,m, o%+ _+,.. o'tm _oii 7:t,o _++..... _,*+ -= +".coqiU- _+(+ u+i+* J,CUlltIptlilL I I IRl' I _[I_ I
Figure39 Wing Yaw DiSplacemehtEvaluatiomfor LandingEvents
.... E_CAC wiHtl dtSl)lttcumtmt hq}ut
RevenueService Landing - --.^++.AN,,,..,...output Hard t.andinn
= f:_ ./(-'
i\ 'Ii t/
'7.,. ,"\_ ++_. ,.:-I 1\>' '
.4" ii7g_,,. , ,. ,j_
ooo ,Tio -+TiO--_7_0-- o".e0- " (<7oo -f';e(i 7:,o - ¢,lio "
T II+IEI _EC I IIREI_ECI
t
t
Fi.'lure40 Wing Roll DisplacementEvaluationfor LandingEvents
6O
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Figure43 Energy Level Associated with Mode 11 for the Revenue
ServiceLanding
Figure44 Enr,,'gyLevel Associated with Mode 12 for the Revenue
ServiceLanding
62








• 0 0 BO , . ,
L/ TIMEISECI
-_' Figure45 Energy Level Associated with Mode 16 for the Revenue
_;_ ServiceLanding
:;; REPRODUCIBILITF OP _PHI_















'_, A _ Amplitudeof mode
: E = Ela_ticenergy of system
F: i
_E' g = 8rarityF_
_: I = Mass moment of ihertiaOf stage
M = Moment
N = Number of tycles
Pb = Substructureboundarydisplacements
i!' PI = Participation factors for various substructure fixed
boundarymodes
-_ TSFC = Thrust specificfuel consumption
.", _t = Incrementaltime step
_! _ = Rotation
= Rotor rotationalvelocity
i!. 6 = Criticaldampingratio
c} = Displacement of internal degree of freedom due toboundary displacement, i.e,,I@c} : . [KII] -i . [KIB]
o_ = Circularfrequency
[C] = Structureviscousdampingmatrix
FGI = Rotor gyroscopicmatrix
; [K] = Structurestiffnessmatrix
[_K_] = Generall,edstiffness= [_2.]
L J
I'M..] = Generalizedmass = ['i.]
[¢] = Zero speedmodal matrix
_ Ix} : Displacementvector (in)















t = Time step size
x,y,z = Coordinatedirection
' Matrix Symbols
[ ] T = Matrix transpose
!!
!_. [ ]-1 : Matrix inverse
C"
_-. ] = Acceleration
['] : Velocity
i
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